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Palestinian artist Wafaa al-Adhami, 46, paints a picture at her home in the West Bank town of
Hebron.

Palestinian women share a meal at the Queen Restaurant for women only near the city of Hebron in the occupied West Bank.

Palestinian Dalia al-Darawish prepares for her exam to become a truck driver, in the West Bank town of Hebron. — AFP photos

As the 30-tonne truck weaves through the
crowded Palestinian streets, groups of
men stop and gawp at the diminutive fig-

ure of Dalia al-Darawish in a purple headscarf
seated behind the wheel. Darawish is preparing
for an exam to become one of only a handful of
qualified female Palestinian truck drivers, a test
the 26-year-old sees as about more than just
driving. “It is symbolic,” she told AFP. “It shows
we can do anything-that as a woman you can
work, drive a trailer or whatever.”

The mother-of-two is among several
Palestinian women pushing boundaries in the
traditionally conservative city of Hebron in the
Israeli-occupied West Bank, amid a growing
assertiveness of women’s rights. Darawish said
she had faced criticism from both sexes as she
trained, but the men were far more vocal. “They
are some who supported, a minority,” she told
AFP. “But then there are people shouting in the
street, ‘No, why are you driving a trailer?!’”

“Whenever I made any mistake you would
find men shouting, ‘It’s impossible (for you)’”  At
the driving centre, she shakes slightly as her
black-mustached examiner Issam Bedawi
explains the test. After briefly demonstrating her
ability to detach and re-attach the trailer, the
two clamber up into the carriage and drive off.

3D art
Recent months have seen protests in the

West Bank after a 21-year-old woman was

allegedly killed by her family members after
posting a photo with her soon-to-be fiance on
Instagram. The demonstrators are demanding
more protection for women, but also a more
prominent political movement for women’s
rights. Palestinian women still often give up their
careers to care for children.

A World Bank study last year found that 58
percent of skilled women between 25 and 34
were unemployed, compared to 23 percent of
men. The general unemployment rate for women
(44 percent) is double that of men, according to
official Palestinian statistics. Wafaa al-Adhami
had long dreamt of being an artist, but didn’t
have the opportunity to study growing up. But
five years ago and with the kids older, she
returned to her passion, studying hours of
videos about artists on YouTube.

“Painting and art courses are expensive and I
had no time,” she said. “So I loved educating
myself.” “Every artist has their own style, and I
wanted to find mine,” she said. From her living
room table with an array of children passing
through, she developed a specific layering tech-
nique for her work, pouring the paint onto the
canvas before sculpting and manipulating it. The
result is a 3D texture that she says is unique
among Palestinian artists. Her inspiration ranges
from Palestinian icons such as the Dome of the
Rock mosque in Jerusalem to more Jackson
Pollock-inspired surrealism. A recent 40-work
exhibition was a big hit.

Changed a little
Elsewhere in the city, 31-year-old Asia Amer

has set up what she believes is Hebron’s first
women-only restaurant. The idea behind the
Queen Restaurant, she said, is to give women a
space to feel at home. Those who normally wear
the hijab can remove the headscarf if they wish.
“I felt that it was the right of women to have a
place they can relax in-where there are no
restrictions or people watching her,” she said. “I
am proof that Palestinian women don’t just stay
at home to cook and look after the children.”

Back at the driving test centre, Darawish
pulls the trailer to a stop and waits nervously as
Bedawi tallies up the score. “I’m happy to say
she passed,” he announces. “Everything I asked
of her during the test she did fantastically.”
Darawish doesn’t even know if she will work as
a truck driver, as right now she is still looking
after her children. But she said she wanted to
help drive change in attitudes. “(Society) has
changed a little. There have been some develop-
ments, but not enough,” she said. “If there had
been big movement, men who see a woman
driving a trailer would be happy or they
wouldn’t say anything at all.”— AFP  

It is one of the most shocking ultimatums ever delivered
on television. Go vegetarian or we kill your pet. But a
new taboo-smashing British reality TV show called

“Meat the Family” goes even further. Not only will a fam-
ily of unrepentant carnivores have to let an animal they
have adopted and grown to love go for slaughter if they
refuse to stop eating meat-they will be asked to cook
and eat it. With experts saying that we have to eat less
meat to stave off climate change, Channel 4 has made the
dilemma stomach-churningly stark.

Four heavy meat-eating families have to take home
and look after the “animal which ends up most often on
their plates”. Analyst Virginia Mouseler called the show
“the most transgressive” of the year at MIPCOM, the
world’s biggest entertainment market in Cannes, France.
“It is not sex or drugs anymore. Meat is becoming the
next taboo,” the influential founder of The Wit database
added.  

“The question they are asking is how can you cuddle
your dog while you are putting another animal in the
oven?” In the first episodes of “Meat the Family”, that

involves a lamb, a pig, a chicken and a calf. “They have to
treat this animal like a member of the family for three
weeks,” Mouseler said. “Then in the end they have to
decide whether they put it in the oven” or whether it
goes to an animal sanctuary. 

Putting a face on your meal
Channel 4 said the three hour-long shows will con-

front “the reality of an animal’s journey from field to
plate.” They said the show also seriously examines “ani-
mal behavior and intelligence, the farming practices
required to meet the demands of hungry consumers... and
the environmental impact of the meat industry.” Daniela
Neumann, head of the makers Spun Gold, defended the
premise, saying it was taking on “some really timely
themes of ethical eating” and well as asking difficult
questions. 

“Why do we find it acceptable to eat a lamb but we
wouldn’t eat our pet dog? Could you go back to meat
once you’ve put a name and face to a meal?” She insisted
the series also contained some “heart-warming

moments”. “Meat the family” is one of a wave of new
shows that deal with social responsibility and ways to
heal our fractured world. They include another Channel 4
show which touches a still pricklier taboo, everyday
racism. In the “Segregation Experiment”, a diverse class
of British schoolchildren discover how racist ideas can
slip unconsciously into the culture, and how unconscious
bias can affect people’s lives.

Racist without knowing it
“Racial prejudice is tested in a class of 11- and 12-

year-old kids,” Mouseler said, “through games and activ-
ities” as the program poses the question, “Could we be
racist without knowing it?” A new Dutch show, “The
Cocaine Trials”, and the British Channel 5 series “Doing
Drugs for Fun?” both confront casual cocaine users with
the consequences of their habit on the Colombian com-
munities where the substance is illegally farmed and
refined.

Mouseler said the shows confronts millennials, who
say they care about the planet, with their “double stan-

dards” and  brings home a few home truths about the
devastation the trade causes both in South America and
in Europe. Another Dutch show called “Take Over, Take
Care” has celebrities move in with sick and elderly peo-
ple to give their caregivers some respite and allow them
to go on holiday. The show is meant to highlight how one
in three people have to look after relatives or friends.

Broadcasters in Germany, Britain and Ireland are also
looking at age in two similar social experiments, putting
lonely elderly people living in homes that are too big for
them together with cash-starved millennials who cannot
afford to rent. “Lodgers” and “OAP B&B” both serve up
cross-generational cultural shock which often forges
genuine and quite touching friendships, an idea the
Australian pilot “My 80 Year Old Flatmate” has also
played with. MTV, meanwhile, has tackled the painful
phenomenon of online “ghosting”, where people cut off
friends without explanation, by bringing former pals
together to attempt to resolve their differences.—AFP 

New TV show asks: Do you love meat enough to cook your pet?


